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MISTIC

THE

Year 44 — Issue 22

Moorhead State College, Moorhead, Minnesota

Faculty Go Fast

Senate Tells
MSC Choir
Tour Is Out!
Earnest Harris, chairman of the
Music department, came to the Stu
dent Senate Monday night to plead
for $5,000 for a European concert
choir tour. The amount for the tour
was deleted from the Music depart
ment at a recent Budget Committee
meeting. Harris requested the allo
cation because the tour is "educa
tional and cultural." These trips
Harris said, "rocket the name of
Moorhead State College to the fore."
"Music is the seventh largest depart
ment at the school and the third
largest in requests for teachers," said
. Harris.
Student Senate President Wayne
McFarland began the discussion by
asking whether the trip to Europe was
in the best interest of the student
body as a whole, since the allocation
would have to come from student
activity funds.
Appearing in the audience to
speak on behalf of the request
were Dr. Clarence Glasrud and
James Nagel of the English depart
ment. Nagel served as chaperone
for the last tour and Nagel listed
three criteria that he felt should
be considered in the granting of
funds: the number of students in
volved, the prestige of the college,
and the quality of the experience.
Dr. Glasrud, said a "state college
can easily become another state
college" and that "student activities,
. participation are very important" and
that this trip had "scored some
powerful points."
President McFarland felt the ap- proval of these funds would be a
"tacit approval and commitment for
future trips" and that the budget
committee must "decide where the
money will go to the best advantage
of the most students."
Vice President Kim Giddings had
several questions to ask Harris.
Giddings asked whether it was true
that at one point on the tour the
choir performed for an audience of
only three people. Harris responded
with a statement concerning the con
ception of the European tour idea.
He said the idea was born in his
mind during one of the first years he
was here. Harris cited the advance
work such a trip involves. He then
, responded, "there were never as low
as three people in the audience."
Giddings stated that he thought last
year's choir trip was to be a "one shot
deal." Harris stated that Concordia
College sends their choir on annual
choir trips. All denominational school
have annual tours, he said. Harris
also said, "members of the choir are
not limited to the Music department.
We draw a voice from wherever it
comes."
Senator Carole Johnson stated
that other departments have had
increasing interests, but they have
not sponsored trips to Europe.
Audience member J. E. Johnson
declared that the Stage Band has
also increased the prestige of Moor
head State College. The State Band
has been given many favorable re> views in fifty concerts. Moorhead
State may be noted for its jazz.
Senator Patty Arneson interjected
into the discussion that she did not
- feel that fifteen students should be
sent to Europe a second time. Senator
Arneson asked that the Music depart
ment wait another two years for a
new crop of kids.
The original motion made by
Treasurer Heiberg was that the Stu
dent Senate approve the allotment of
$3,425.00 for the Concert Choir as
was recommended by the Budget
Committee. It was moved to amend
this amount to $8,425.00 or an in
crease of $5,000 to cover the Europe
an tour. This is when the discussion
ensued. This amount was later lower
ed to $2,000.00, however this amend(continued on page 7)
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Wayne McFarland

Dean Stendal

McFarland And Stendal
Debate On Radio Show
Wednesday night's Open Mike Show
on WDAY radio featured Student
President Wayne McFarland and stu
dent Dean Stendal in a debate on
Project E-Quality and civil rights. The
debate focused primarily on Civil
Rights, against the wishes of McFar
land who asked repeatedly that his
opponent discuss project E-Quality.
McFarland closed his opening state
ment by saying that white society is
already deeply involved in the ghetto.
White society created it. White soc
iety condones it.
Stendal began by saying he
would make general comments
about the Civil Rights movement
as a Communist plot. Stendal gave
the press credit for duping people
about civil rights. He mentioned
the possibility that LIFE magazine
had been infiltrated because LIFE
failed to print certain facts about
a female civil rights leader slain
in Mississippi. LIFE failed to state
that the woman had five children
by three different husbands, LIFE
ran a picture of the woman taken
20 years earlier, and LIFE failed
to note that the woman lost her
voting privileges in Michigan be
cause she hadn't used them for
six years.
At the midpoint of the show, Mc
Farland declared, 'The oniy place
where Communism takes over is
where there are grievous conditions. If
conditions here are going to be that
way, we may have trouble.' Stendal
in turn quoted a book called Com
munist Revolution In the Streets.
McFarland noted that Stendal's books
were all published by the John Birch
Society. Deano said the book he was
quoting from was simply a photo
static copy. McFarland added, 'Copied
by the Birch Society.' McFarland also
asked why Stendal's sources were so
dated and finished by saying, "I
haven't seen you offer an alternative
to our program. Do you agree that
Negres are living in ghettos?"
Stendal declared that he first
wanted to establish the fact that
there was communist involvement.
A few moments later, Stendal told
McFarland that a request had been
made by a senator that there be a
student body vote on Project
E-Quality which had been turned
down. McFarland said that no
such request had been made to
him.
Members of the audience were
allowed to ask questions, and listeners
were invited to phone in questions to
the show. One person calling by phone
was Dr. John Gibbs of MSC's Human
ities Department. Gibbs asked whether
Stendal was saying that when there
was divisiveness, the Communists
created it. Gibbs also asked, "Are you
claiming Project E-Quality is Com
munist inspired?" Stendal said that he
was not claiming this, but that he
could prove that there were Commu
nists in the civil rights movement.
At one point Stendal began, "I'm
sur you'll agree that . . ." and Dr.
Gibbs cut in, "I don't want to agree
with you about anything." Gibbs also
said, "People such as yourself may be
serving the Communist cause by aid
ing conditions ripe for divisiveness.
Neither the Communists nor anyone
else can make the sores that are
here." Stendal hung up the phone.

McFarland was asked by a ques
tioner to account for the fact that if
riots were caused by frustrations, why
were last summer's riots in Detroit
and not Atlanta?
McFarland answered that Negroes
living in Northern cities where there
was supposedly no prejudice and sup
posedly there was opportunity began
to realize what society was really like.
Stendal called for a House UnAmerican Activities Committee investiga
tion of the entire Civil Rights move
ment. Any leaders found guilty would
be eliminated from the movement.
Stendal said, "If we eliminate Com
munists, we eliminate chaos."
Stendal also said that he had
lived in Northern Minneapolis and
saw nothing resembling ghettos.
An audience member asked if Sten
dal was claiming that the MINNE
APOLIS TRIBUNE invented stories
about ghettos. Stendal responded,
"Is it not popular to get on the
Civil Rights band wagon?"
An audience member phoned in
shortly after this statement and said
he been in Minneapolis, and he be
lieved he had seen a ghetto, or a
least a slum.
McFarland responded to a listener
questioning his attitude toward the
Fargo-Moorhead community by say
ing, "I will not accept the fact that
my fellow citizens do not accept their
fellow beings."
The debate closed with McFarland
stating, "My only regret is that we
didn't have time to discuss Project
E-Quality, because of this 'Communist
bogey-man' thing."

Wednesday morning's Faculty Auc
tion, sponsored by the International
Student's Association, drew a crowd
of 300 plus, as interested students
and faculty gathered to watch the
sale of certain select faculty mem
bers and student leaders.
Earl Wordlaw, Student Union
operator, served as autioneer. Wordlaw pleased the audience on several
occasions with his gestures and wry
remarks about the "slaves". Before
he started the proceedings, Wordlaw
announced the procedure for the
auction. First, the auctioneer an
nounced who is to be auctioned off
and gave some background on the
individual; then bids were opened
and the person was sold to the
highest bidder. In each case the
bidder was given the services of the
slave for one hour.
Dr. John Gibbs, humanities pro
fessor, received the dubious honor
of being the first faculty member
to be auctioned off to the student
body. As he got up on the plat
form he was heralded by a trumpet
fanfare provided by members of
the Stage Band. Auctioneer Wordlaw had him take off his coat
and roll up his sleeve to show what
the student would get for his
money.
The bidding started and Dr. Gibbs
was sold for $5.10. Dr. Gibbs also
had the honor of being the low man
of the morning. The amount he was
auctioned for was the lowest amount
paid. As Dr Gibbs stepped down,
Jack Baratto, of the Language depart
ment, created pandemonium when
he entered the ballroom wearing
sport coat, tie, Bermuda shorts, and
a long haired wig.
Next on stage was Dr. W. D.
Raat, professor of history, who had
his teeth checked upon request from
one of the members of the audience.
Raat was subsequently sold to Liana
Calderon who will have him serenade
the women of Grantham Hall robed
in Mexican garb.
The auction went on its merry
way as Dr. Solso and Dr. Paulsen
were sold to their prospective "mast
ers." Dr. Carr was bid on next and
bids rose from "one mint julep" to
the selling price of $6.01. Everpresent Dean of Women Hume was next.
Dean Hume had no more than step
ped on the platform when a bid of
$5 dollars was offered for her.
After a serious fight, Circle K
came out on top for her service
with a bid of $16.50. The auction
continued with the sale of Dr.
Peters. Paul Walters was then

auctioned off to the head resident
of Grantham Hall who embraced
her slave as she made ready to
pay for him. Dr. Burchard was
next after Dr. Shulman of the
Chemistry department, who was
auctioned off for $12.00.
Dr. Burchard, after being warned
not to sit down on the auction bloc,
stood cool, calm, and collected as
he listened to the bids and even bid
for himself. Burchard went to the
TKE's who will employ him as a
painter. Then it was Baratto's turn.
He was finally auctioned off, with
Wordlaw making several comments
about his legs.
After Miss Kivi of the library and
Mrs. Gibbs came a battle to the
finish for Miss Jette. Battling for
her were the Vets and Delta Zeta,
with the DZ's coming out on top
with a bid of $29. Robert ("Mr. Am
erica") Keyser went for a bid of
$40, which was the high for the
auction.
Keyser stood on the platform and
flexed his muscles in such a way
that the Panhellenic Council paid the
huge sum for his services. Boos
greeted Mr. Morrison's arrival on the
platform and he was bought by the
Vets club.
Then came the extra added at
tractions. Deans Hume and Hendrix sought to buy Joe Bernick. Mrs.
Hume cried, "He called me a dried
up Dean of Women," and got Ber
nick for $25.
Dr. Charles Magel, who had
been bidding unsuccessfully all
morning, finally got himself a
"slave" in the form of Wayne
McFarland. To get him, Magel
had to outbid the determined
members of the MISTIC and the
Student Senate, after one person
bid "three Bemick buttons". The
bidding went penny by penny un
til the MISTIC and the Senate,
who by this time had joined forces,
capitulated when Magel bid $39.
Dr. Glasrud was auctioned off to
student Karl Schoeler, who will get
tutoring service for an English test.
Dr. Dille was absent, but he too was
auctioned off, as was Dr. Magel.
Magel was purchased by the Student
Senate. He will be required to bake
cookies and serve them to the Stu
dent Senate at their Monday night
meeting.
Roger Jung was auctioned off to
the Apex, who plan to have him
peddle papers in the Union dressed
in a newsbag, carrying a guitar.
B. A. Schoen, Apex editor, went to
the Mistic for $6.50.

Humanities Instructor Gibbs was the first to go as the big auction got underway Wednesday.
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Editorial

Music Can Speak,
Can Its Students?
by Kathy Kraft
Rome fell to the sound of a fiddle
in the hands of a mad man. Christians
sang at the crucifixion. Negroes sing
during riots. Flames are rhythmic. De
struction is metered. Music takes a
critical part in history.
But not at Moorhead State College;
here music is loved but not nurtured.
Given an open opportunity to speak,
only one man from the department
spoke and only one student. If people
really vehemently want something,
they usually can find a way to express
their desire.
Perhaps students in this depart
ment feel that use of Gandhi's
tactics of pacifism would be the
most successful. Using pacifism
and its ramifications can be a
success. Using pacifism with those
who do not feel the power of
pacifism has proven rather un
successful.

A group can speak. Even one per
son can speak and make a difference
but it must be purported as having un
animous meaning.
Serving a body of individuals is at
best very difficult but at worst is im
possible as well as improbable.
When a week before, a minority
with a united purpose but different
facets can succeed in attaining their
goal, it seems ironic that another group
does not achieve the same success.
Music expresses some of the most
beautiful and far reaching communi
cations of man. The process of emo
tion, clarity and structure give a con
tinuity. People working together to
perform, to improve, to accomplish
a goal in musical workmanship havt
most definitely done this at Moorhead
State College. Concordia has a keen
rival in Moorhead State, but it would
be refreshing to see students in music
have the desire to continue the ac
complishment already attained with
hard work.

CIA-Of The People?
by Juliann Johnson and Wayne Hoeschen

Twenty years ago, 6,000,000 Jews were slaughtered, exter
minated like vermin, and the en masse excuse of the German
people was "We did not know what was going on." But this is
America 1968, where such things do not happen? If you had gone
to the CIA teach-in last quarter, you would have found out that
the CIA eliminated people quite casually in the name of de
mocracy, that it instigates revolution at its discretion, that it is
responsible to no one, obeys no laws, and enjoys almost unlimited
power. Contrary to its original purpose of "gathering intelligence"
in only foregn countries, it now operates within America, the Land
of the Free (ie. National Student Association; Warren Commission
report).
Again: the CIA is part of our government. It is not coming to
MSC to speak for a convocation or be open for discussion. Students
are taught in American schools that a democratic government is
"of the people", and responsible to the people—and that the people
have a responsibility to run their government.
Students who spoke with the CIA recruiter got no answers.
It was disheartening to hear the man say "No comment," and
"Sorry, I can't answer that," and "I'm not authorized to say
anything." Detecting the students' dissatisfaction, he explained
that he was one of the lowest men on the ladder — only doing
his job. (How often was that heard at the Nurenburg Trials?)
Again detecting student dissatisfaction, he explained that he
was not an "ogre"—he had a family and kids, just like every
one else. So do we all—or other time-consuming activities which
do not enable us to partake of questioning.
The point is: If our excuse is in the form of an "I didn't
know," we are ignoring the ungodly stench of Dachau. Let us
at least know what is going on, for then we can make a
judgment—but on the basis of the issues, and an understanding
of what is involved.
Remember he who said, "We feel at this time the grandeur
of the times in which we live. A world is being forged anew,"
and "We have been drawn into this war against our will. No
man can offer his hand more often than I have," and "I bring
you proposals for peace!" It was not LBJ; it was Adolf Hilter.

Delta Zeta Chooses Gill
As Outstanding Member
Barbara Gill was recently named
Outstanding Province Member of
Delta Zeta social sorority in Province
Ten. Province Day was held at St.
Cloud April 26 and 27.
Miss Gill is a senior at MSC major
ing in mathematics and medical tech
nology. Her college activities in
clude: Delta Zeta sorority, four years;
Student Senate, two terms; Freshman
Week counselor, two years; Co-chair
man of Freshman Week; StudentFaculty committees; Pan-Hellenic
council and Band.
Among the many honors Miss Gill
has received in college are Who's
Who Among American College Stu
dents, Special Honors award, and
Gray Gown as well as Alpha Lambda
Delta president.
The Theta Nu chapter of MSC re
ceived a trophy for outstanding scho
lastic achievement.
Other - chapters participating in
Delta Zeta Province Day were from

Winona State College, University of
North Dakota, St. Cloud State
College, Dickinson State College and
Minot State College.

Barbara Gill
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Christianity Commented Upon
by Dan Albers
My first reaction to Mr. Stendal's
article (Mistic, May 3) was a laugh
and groan combination. If I didn't
have a passing acquaintance with
Stendal I would think that the letter
was a put-on, a racist parody. But
unfortunately, he was serious, I be
lieve; and a guffaw will not answer
his argument. Neither will a flat
"No!", especially when we find there
two elements to consider: his method
of argument, and the substance or
thrust of that argument. The thrust
bases itself on an unhealthy mistrust
of human beings in general, with an
ironical allusion to "Christianity."
The method: By judiciously
choosing statements someone has
made, that person can be made a
liar, or a saint. This method is
used in propaganda on the right
and the left, from L.B.J. to Mao
Tse Tung. We would remain dead
locked in non-essential argument
if it weren't for the thrust: which
depends in our case upon (1) find
ing a person alive who does not
lie, (2) showing that King's non
violence is anti- (scriptural) Chritian, and (3) believing that our
country cannot make mistakes.
(1) deserves no comment (for risk
of a lie) and (2) can best be dealt
with by relevant quote. A careful
reading of the New Testament will
show that Christ himself resorted to
means Stendal would call violent.
But they are "last resort" measures,
measures that Dr. King would ad
vocate only after the "proper chan
nels" had been proven unable to
cope with the problems. If Christ
used the proper channels he would
have met with Caesar about getting
the money changers out of the tem
ple. But Christ decisively usurped
authority, because he was acting with
higher authority. Dr. King acted with
the authority of his dream, a dream
of human brotherhood. Sounds strong
ly Christian to me . . .
(3) is crucial in that it conceals what
a true love of country could be. It
is as true of country as of good
friends that you will not be blind
to their mistakes, but rather point
them out, and work to help your
friend correct those mistakes. A good
friend will recognize that you are
concerned. A poor friend, of course,
will be suspicious of your motives,
and would rather you follow him
ignoring his mistakes.
When there are symptoms of some
mistake (war, riots, injustice, violence,
etc.) one can refuse to study the
situation, thus failing to find the
real roots to the problem.
The alternative is to search out
the disease behind the mistake. To
call the disease Communism does
not work towards a cure. There is
a fourth alternative which takes
fortitude and compromise which
we as a powerful nation can afford
— that of learning to live with the
welfare of the world foremost in
our minds, not to dominate it, but

Official Bulletin
MOORHEAD STATE COLLEGE
FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
SPRING, 1968
The last day that classes will meet
is Wednesday, June 5. All final exam
inations for ONE and TWO credit
courses, as well as evening courses, will
be given at the last regularly scheduled
class meeting. ALL three, four, and five
credit day classes will have their final
examinations in accord with the follow
ing schedule.
Course Title
& Hr. Class
Exam. Begins
Reg. Meets Date of Exam. At
Fri. June

7

7:40 a.m.

All Eng 103 Fri. June

3 o'clock

7

9:50 a.m.

Hum. 212

Fri. June

7

12:00 noon

Phy. 102,
Edu. 490

Fri. June

7

2:10 p.m.

Fri. June

7

4:30 p.m.

Sat. June

8

7:40 a.m.

Sat. June

8

9:50 a.m.

Sat. June

8

12:00 noon

Sat. June

8

2:10 p.m.

Sat. June

8

4:20 p.m.

Mon. June 10

7:40 a.m.

Mon. June 10

9:50 a.m.

Mon. June 10

12:00 noon

Mon. June 10

2:10 p.m.

Mon. June 10

4:20 p.m.

Tues. June 11

7:40 a.m.

to live on it and let others live on
it as well.
Dean Stendal is no dummy. He
writes fairly well, but not well
enough to justify a general sickness:
the personal and national depend
ence upon fear and destruction of
opposition, rather than confidence
and construction of a society which
at least allows opposition, if not
thrives upon it.
If we are to keep clean of be
ginning the end to civilization as
we know it, we will have to learn
to live with the world. We will
have to listen to other's criticism,
and they to ours; We must at least
realize that we cannot afford tem
per tantrums like the Vietnam war.
It is impossible to win that war,
unless we take the world to the
grave with us. And at present it

appears that negotiations will either
be meaningless, or never occur—the
United States would prefer to con
tinue the war games, the "job" we
read of in the news, until we can
come out on top. The top is costly;
it worships power at the price of
lives.
So it appears that the United States
is becoming degraded to the status
of an efficient, powerful machine,
rather than a body of strong citizens.
"How so?" you may ask. If you don't
close your eyes, you can see that
this society would rather club, teargas, and/or kill its opponents, than
treat them as fellow human beings.
We, in the mean time, demonstrate
that we can be strange, with a dis
torted definition of "peace", which
terrorizes anyone who does not swal
low that definition.

Joe Blows
by Joseph Bernick
Recently I was looking through the
Minnesota Daily when I came across
a cartoon of interest. It showed a
taxicab driver with a southern Euro
pean moustache and a passenger in
the back asking, "Are you free,"
with the cab driver replying, "No,
I'm Greek."
I was immediately reminded of
the situation on campus, with all the
Greeks slowly infiltrating the ma
chinery of government and attempt
ing to capture all strongholds of
public opinion (whatever that means).
You can find Greeks anywhere you
look, even in the academic depart
ments such as Music and Industrial
Arts. They have infiltrated the sen
ate and hold eleven of nineteen pos
itions with one more who has sold
out, and one wavering.
It wouldn't be half as bad were
they to limit their subversive ac
tivities to mature students, but the
Greeks pick out the innocent fresh
man and flood him with illustra
tions of the material advantages of
becoming one of the ruling clique.
Once the poor freshman is cap
tured into the organization he
loses all of his freedom and in
dividuality; he becomes one of
pack, soon he loses the ability to
think for himself. The freshman
then finds that his energy is used
up on Turtle Weeks and other in
significant social programs while
he spends less time thinking and
studying and more time drinking.
Slowly this person becomes an in
strument, a tool of an ambitious
and heartless boss called a presi
dent, who attempts to gain con
trol of the campus by pushing his
human machine "brothers" into
responsible offices.
A noted campus columnist by the
name of Deano Stendal had this to
say when writing a column about a
similar phenomena in the cold out
side world, "So many people, par
ticularly the liberal . . . have been
duped into following ... It is high
time someone revealed the facts and
true character . . . the mislead pub
lic needs to be told the truth in
terms it cannot misinterpret or mis
understand". That's why I'm writing.

Another foul characteristic of
the Greeks is that they put their
own organizations above the cam
pus as a whole. If you read re
cent issues of this "free" paper
you would have noticed that per
manent "letter to the editor" col
umn writer Wayne McFarland is
much more heated and emotional
when dealing with a Greek mat
ter.
Many of you weak hearted cats
out there in Mistic Land (BARF)
may begin to feel the burden of
and see the creeping shadow which
is rapidly engulfing the last rem
nants of free thinking at MSC. You
doubtless wonder if the Greek men
ace will completely drown out the
free thinking spirit of campus in
tellectuals such as Bryan Kew, De
ano Stendal, Chuck Teerlinck and
Dean Bell.
Do not fear, for the forces of
progress have begun organizing to
meet the Greek's scheme and frus
trate their plans. We Americans find
it distasteful that our fellow stu
dents might be agents of a foreign
fascist southern European govern
ment. We have organized to rid our
American campus of this foreign
rubble. United under a coalition of
seven campus organizations and the
enlightened leadership of N. Milium
we have undertaken the monumen
tal task.
N. Milium has called us to action.
He has ordered our movement to
begin by sitting in on Greek rooms.
If this method doesn't work we will
light candles, pass them around and
burn down the whole damn mess.
We intended to call in the FBI, but
just in the nick of time we found
out that a large number of card car
rying, dues paying Greeks were FBI
members. When this was made evi
dent we concluded that the Greeks
were somewhat in the same boat
with the communists and must be
crushed immediately. We therefore
call on all red blooded, patriotic,
courageous Americans to rise to their
feet and throw off the chains of
Greek suppression.
Independents of the world unite,
you have nothing to lose but your
turtle races.
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Deano Declares...
by Dean Stendal
Civil Rights? This topic has been
the subject of much controversy and
discussion in our country.
Widespread attempts have been
made to discredit and smear the John
Birch Society and other informed
patriots who would expose this Com
munist menace to the nation. The
directive to smear the Birch Society,
of course, originated in Moscow.
Liberals, as well as other confused
and duped individuals, from college
professors to the clergy, either know
ingly or naively parrot this Com
munist line.
Let's start with the history of the
Communist conspiracy in Civil Rights.
Moscow's agent, Joseph Pogany (alias
John Pepper) was commissioned by
Stalin to come to America to lay the
groundwork for the agitation that
would eventually lead to the Negro
Revolutionary Movement. The plan

was outlined in the booklet entitled,
"American Negro Problems," and
stated the official Communist line
for this country (Anarchy USA).
I quote from this booklet: "The
Workers (Communist) Party of
America in its fight against im
perialism, must recognize clearly
the tremendous revolutionary pos
sibilities of the liberation move
ment of the Negro people." Pogany
later states: "The 'black belt' of
the south, with its starving and
pauperized Negro fanners, and
Negro agricultural working masses;
with its Jim-Crowism, its semifeudal status and its political sys
tem still bearing the earmarks of
the period of slavery, constitutes
virtually a colony within the United
States of America.
"The Workers (Communist) Party
of America puts forward correctly

Bruce Burps
[Alias Korner Unkown]
This next deft piece of deception
and definite incoherency might be bet
ter understood if read accompanied by
a previous masterpiece to which this
work heavily alludes.
A trend setting piece written in a
new and unique style never before tried
by anyone was published, not through
a large publishing firm, but instead due
to the extreme modesty of the author,
printed in pamphlet form by a non
profit newspaper which gave this ex
citing new author an opportunity for
great success in partial repayment to
him for his whole-hearted and enthusi
astic support in the past.
The author of this article sincerely
hopes that this small explanation has
assisted the reader in better understand
ing the real impact of both these works.

Prancing with glee the wild eyed
white robed one picked up his brain
with his hands and smashed it to
the ground splattering its chloric
substance over his suede shoes which
he wore only to New Prophets of
America Inc. meetings which he at
tended regularly. He was, however,
no longer a member, due to the fact
that he was disenchanted after a
run in with a white knight and lost
his powers.
He then scooped up a handful of
incoherency, a bit of impromptu, a
dash of youthfulness and idiocy,
flung it all against a piece of parch
ment, smeared it in the shape of a
paragraph, and put a fat smug look
ing period at the end. Adding a few
half-truths, a misused adjective,
"squiggles" fore and aft, three un
related pieces of grayish matter, he
forcefully wrenched the whole as
sortment out of order, flung a great
deal of wet dirt at it and declared
his parchment project one-third done.
From beneath his toga sordida he
pulled out a small flag with his in
itials on it and waved it for a mo
ment at the sun. He then fastened
it with parts of a sacrificed horse
to the parchment. Turning swiftly
on both heels he declared in a loudvoice that a nearby pedagogue was
an enemy of the state, traitor in
every sense of the word, and finally
laughed noisily at a wart on one of
the pedagogue's sandelled feet.

Resting for a moment he placed
a garland of olive branches on his
hollow head and an empty sceptor
in his hand. After photographing
himself from a distant ant hill, he
ordered 673 copies from the devel
oper for his own scrapbook.
Picking up a bowl of pine sap he
rubbed over his body and immediat
ely went into a trance. Shouting and
screaming Latin phrases like "Apex
morietur," and "Timeo Danaos et
dona ferentes," he fell to the ground,
all the while crossing and uncrossing
his fingers in a symbolic manner.
And finally finishing with a re
sounding zplat he hurled himself
onto the parchment. There he
squirmed and wiggled until the
blank space was covered with sap.
He didn't sign his name but instead
left an ego print at the end.
It was noted by all that the en
tire project was done on a piece
of yellow not green parchment.

as its' central slogan: Abolition of
the whole system of race discrimina
tion. Full racial, social and political
equality for the Negro people. But
it is necessary to supplement the
struggle for the full racial, social
and political equality of the Negroes
with a struggle for their right of na
tional self-determination. Self-deter
mination means the right to establish
their own state, to erect their own
government if they choose to do so
. . . The Negro Communists should
emphasize in their propaganda the
establishment of a Negro Soviet Re
public."
Stokely Carmichael recently an
nounced he had a constitution for
just such a Negro Soviet Republic.
This Republic is the one described
by James W. Ford and James W.
Allen in, "The Negroes in a Soviet
America", published in 1934. "The
actual extent of this new Republic
would in all probability be approxi
mately the present area in which
the Negroes constitute the majority
of the population. In other words it
would be approximately the present
plantation area."
The plot has five basic steps: (1)
Divide the people. Set race against
race. Use any other differences. (2)
Create the appearance of popular
support. They have in general a
favorable press promoting their
cause. (3) Neutralize the opposition.
Create scorn in the minds of the
public for the few who recognize
the pattern. Brand them as, "fascist",
"anti-semitic",
"controversial"
(4)
Precipitate mob violence. Get the
mobs into the streets. The clashes
between the mob and the forces of
law and order will give the marches
political character (5) Create the
semblance of revolution. Incite mas
sive action against the government
and the people.
Leonard Patterson, a Negro,
joined the Communist Party at
the age of 23. He thought the
Communists were trying to help
the Negroes. "I broke away from
the Party, when it became clear
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to me what the Communists were
really up to, was to use the Negro
people of this country as cannon
fire in a violent and bloody rev
olution aimed at the establishment
of an American Soviet dictator
ship." (Anarchy USA)
Julia Brown, also a Negro and
undercover agent for the FBI says:
"It was to be a Communist revolu
tion, but the great majority of the
American people would not be allow

Here we have it. Books written
by Communists, for Communists, and
for a Communist America. The Com
munists tell us how they are going
to do it, they're doing it, and still
we do not believe them. How naive!

On Campus

with
MaxShulman

(By the author of "Rally Round the Flag, Boys!",
"Dobie Gillis," etc.)

FROM THE HALLS OF PROTOZOA

This column, normally a treasure house of twinkly quips
and slapdash japery, has now been appearing in your
campus newspaper for fourteen years, and if I have
learned one thing in these fourteen long years, it is not to
try to be funny in the last column of the semester. With
final exams looming obscenely close, you don't want jokes;
you want help.
So today, foregoing levity, I give you a quick cram
course in the subject you are all flunking. I refer, of
course, to biology.
Biology is divided into several phylla, or classes. First
is the protozoa, or one-celled animal. Protozoa can be
taught simple things like bringing in the newspaper, but
when shopping for pets it is best to look for animals with
at least two cells, or even four if your yard has a fence
around it.

Another popular class of animals is the periphera—a
shadowy category that borders often on the vegetable.
Take, for example, the sponge. The sponge is definitely an
animal. The wash-cloth, on the other hand, is definitely not.
Next we come to the arthropoda, or insects. Most people
find insects unattractive, but actually there is exquisite
beauty in the insect world if you trouble to look. Take, for
instance, the lovely insect poems of William Cullen
Sigafoos— Tumbling Along with the Tumbling Tumblebug
and Fly Gently, Sweet Aphid and Gnats My Mother
Caught Me. Mr. Sigafoos, alas, has been inactive since the
invention of DDT.
Our next category is the mollusca—lobsters, shrimp, and
the like. Lobsters are generally found under rocky projec
tions on the ocean bottom. Shrimps are generally found in
a circle around a small bowl containing cocktail sauce.
Personna Super Stainless Steel Blades are generally
found at any counter where Personna Super Stainless
Steel Blades are sold.
I mention Personna Blades because the makers of Per
sonna Blades pay me to write this column, and they are
inclined to get edgy if I neglect to mention their product.
Some get double edgy and some single, for Personna
Blades come both in double edge style and Injector style.
Mind you, it is no burden for me to mention Personna,
for it is a blade that shaves quickly and cleanly, slickly and
keenly, scratchlessly and matchlessly. It is a distinct pleas
ure to shave with Personna Blades and to write about
them but sometimes, I confess, I find it difficult to work
the commercial into a column. Some years ago, for ex
ample, I had the devil's own time working a Personna plug
into a column about Alexander the Great. The way I finally
managed it was to have Alexander say to the Oracle at
Delphi, "Oracle, I have tasted all the world's pleasures,
yet I am not content. Somehow I know there is a joy I have
missed." To which the Oracle replied, "Yes, Alexander,
there is such a joy—namely Personna Blades—but, alas for
you, they will not be invented for another 2500 years."
Whereupon Alexander fell into such a fit of weeping that
Zeus finally took pity and turned him into a hydrant. . .
Well sir, there is no question I sold a lot of Personnas with
this ingenious commercial, but the gang down at the
American Academy of Arts and Letters gave me a mighty
good razzing, you may be sure.
But I digress. Back to biology and the most advanced
phyllum of all—the chordata, or vertebrates. There are
two kinds of vertebrates: those with vertical backbones
and those with horizontal. Generally it is easy to tell them
apart. A fish, for instance, has a horizontal backbone, and
a man has a vertical backbone. But what if you run into
a fish that swims upright or a man who never gets out of
the sack? How do you tell them apart? Science struggled
with this sticky question for years before Sigafoos of
M.I.T came up with his brilliant solution: offer the crea
ture a pack of Personna Blades. If it is a fish, it will refuse.
If it is homo sapiens, it will accept—and the more sapient,
the quicker.
And now you know biology. And now, for the fourteenth
time, aloha.
*

SECOND FLOOR

ed to realize that until it had already
happened. If all goes according to
the Communist blueprint, Americans
will believe that the chaos and viol
ence has something to do with Civil
Rights. (Anarchy USA)

*

*

©1968, Max Shulman

The makers of Personna, The Electro-Coated blade,
have enjoyed bringing you another year of Old Max.
From us too, aloha.
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Deano Backed

LETTERS
Stendal Column Rebutted
To the Editor:
The magnitude of Dean Stendal's
revelations in the May 3 Mistic led
us first to shock, then to suspicion
and finally to curiosity. Our illusions
about Dr. Martin Luther King shatter
ed, we meekly ventured to the li
brary to find out more about those
two paragons of honor and virtue —
J. Edgar Hoover and Rep. John M.
Ashbrook, those moral giants who
spotted the stains on Dr. King's
character.
Concerning that source of ultimate
truth and wisdom J. Edgar Hoover,
we found that a professional crimino
logist has remarked that "a tentative
and at times raw statement by J.
Edgar Hoover in the Reader's Digest
carries more weight than one-hundred
research articles in the Journal of
Criminal Law, Criminology and Police
Science." Former FBI agent William
W. Turner has noted that J. Ed.
"served no apprenticeship in the field
(of crime prevention) yet considers
himself an authority on everything
from hub cap theft to capital punish
ment." J. Ed's intemperate reply to
Dr. King's criticism of FBI work
in the South serves to obsure certain
very real issues, issues which it is to
the FBI's interest to obscure.
First, Dr. King's specific charge
that the FBI has not done enough
to enforce civil rights laws in the
South. Critics of the FBI, of whom
Dr. King was neither the first nor
the last, have long complained of
the coziness of FBI agents and
Southern policemen. One of the
functions of the Southern cop is to
keep black people "in their place,"
and the FBI, afraid to offend fel
low lawmen, hesitates to interfere.
As Roy Wilkins has said, "Negroes
feel that the FBI's traditional method
of operation — that is, co-operation
with local police agencies — cannot
produce results in the South, and that
unless the FBI departs from this
formula the FBI will be working in
co-operation with some of the very
forces that have suppressed the Neg
roes . . . Negroes have been prosecut
ed and persecuted under local ordin
ances and traditions by police forces,
local judges, local law enforcement
machinery, and the FBI simply stood
by and took notes of this and that
. . . All the while, the Negroes are
suffering physical bloody persecu
tion."

Only recently — and under great
pressure — did J. Ed allow his or
ganization to declare war on the
Mafia, whose very existence he had
long denied. It is much more dif
ficult to prosecute professional
criminals than it is to persecute
harmless radicals, and the results
are not nearly so spectacular. What
J. Ed fears, evidently, is a decline
in his personal prestige when the
FBI is shown in its true light —
bright yellow.
One ex-agent told Life that he had
found "the puffing of Hoover's ego
to be the first order of business each
day." Another former agent, Jack
Levine, has remarked on everything
from J. Ed's invention of the inter
nal Communist conspiracy to his
"quaint distrust of agents with moist
palms."
But let us move on to the Hon
orable John M. Ashbrook, whom
Stendal quotes as seconding J. Ed's
accusations against Dr. King. What
kind of man is John M. Ashbrook?
After a visit to Southern Rhodesia, a
country whose reactionary, repressive
racial policies have earned the con
demnation of virtually every civil
ized nation in the world, Ashbrook
stated (Congressional Digest, March
1967), "I possess (sic) it is my hon
est opinion that Rhodesia is one of
the finest countries I have ever vis
ited . . . Their outlook is humani
tarian . . . My opinions are very
easy to express. I liked what I saw."
While it may not be true that
Abraham Lincoln exchanged cor
respondence with Karl Marx, Dr.
King was correct in suggesting
that the two men shared some of
the same ideas. Carl Sandburg, in
ABRAHAM LINCOLN: THE WAR
YEARS, VOL. I, describes how
a speech Lincoln made early in
his administration supported the
Marxist view on the slavery ques
tion. Marx himself hailed the ar
ticle and saw that it was reprint
ed in the European left-wing jour
nals.

In his well-documented attack on
Dr. King, Stendal also refers to Rev.
Uriah J. Fields, who he alleges was
Dr. King's secretary, and Karl Prussion, a former spy for the FBI. In
our search for truth, we valiantly
perused the Reader's Guide to Per
iodical Literature from 1957 to the
present date. We found no refer
ence to either man — but then the
None of this is surprising, consider Reader's Guide does not list the
ing the racial policies that exist with periodicals of the extreme right.
in the FBI itself. "During my career
It is indeed a pity that someone
of over ten years," writes ex-agent
Turner, "I had found the FBI to be like Stendal gives Communism the
a bastion of Anglo-Saxonism. I heard credit for so noble a man as Dr.
there were several Jewish agents, one Martin Luther King, and "our" side
a ranking official, but I never en
countered them. The only Negroes the "credit" for persons as petty and
bore the nominal title of special agent, pitiable as J. Edgar Hoover and
but their main duties were to act as John Ashbrook.
manservants and chauffeurs for the
Jerome Clark and
Director. In Los Angeles, for ex
Wayne McFarland
ample, a father and son team kept a
long black Cadillac shined and tuned
for Hoover's once a year "working
vacation" to the D31 Mar racetrack.
Even the well-scrubbed girls in the
stenographic pools looked handTo the Editor:
picked by the DAR."

Error Cited

There are a good many people who
feel that J. Ed, not Dr. King, could
qualify as "the most notorious liar in
the country." It would seem that J.
Ed is willing to sacrific anything, in
cluding truth, on the alter of person
al power and prestige. Working for
his own rather than the nation's inte
rest, the FBI director has fabricated
the myth of an internal Communist
menace, insisting always that America
crawls with secret Reds and foster
ing the national phobia that erupted
into Senator Joe McCarthy's witch
hunts of the early 50's. The American
Communist Party, in eclipse for some
time, holds twice as many FBI infor
mants among its membership as gen
uine Communists. Ironically, the FBI
is the largest single source of income
for the Party, because FBI informants
pay their dues promptly.
In the meantime, crime sydicates
have grown tremendously, working
from within to corrupt our society.
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Shock can be my only reaction at
reading my recent letter to the edi
tor printed in the last issue of the
Mistic. I never wished to "disprove
the fallacy of the importance of the
individual," but rather to "disprove
the fallacy of the impotence of the
individual." There is a considerable
difference. Please print some sort
of correction so that my sterling
reputation as an arch humanitarian
is not completely despoiled.
Mary M. Aim
Ed. Note—Miss Aim is reminded
that all letters must be typed and
double spaced.
Last week's letter was hand
written and had to be translated.
Such letters will not be printed
in the future.

Student Vote Demanded

fo the Editor:

To the Editor:

I'm glad to see someone reveal the
other side of the picture for a change.
It was good stimulation and should
wake up some of the students who
were sleeping like babies. Also, I
like anyone who displays a backbone.
Students and faculty had better resject what this man has to say and
possibly even do something about it.
Thanks! Deano
Tom Morken

About now I am wondering why I
wasn't born colored, living in a
Minneapolis ghetto? This letter of
course refers to President Neumaier's
announcement that 50 colored, under
privileged students would be coming
here in the fall of 1968 and given
"full rides" financially. The Student
Senate's hasty approval of such a
program as this is totally without my
approval as a student.
The results of such an undertaking
would, at most, be only artificial. I
say artificial in that it took an assas
sin's bullet to get the white man to
give this "equality" to the black per
son one hundred years after the
Emancipation Proclamation. Regard
less of color and living conditions,
where is the incentive when every
thing is given to you on a platter? I
feel it is important to be exposed to
all races, but not by the president's
and Student Senate's way. If such a
proposed means is followed, the re
sults would be disastrous. I feel I am
quite correct on the example I am
about to cite of the utter failure of
"full rides" to the underprivileged.
During the summer racial riots
of 1966 in Minneapolis, one of the
persons involved spoke out on the
educational opportunities and fin
ances for the colored poor person.
Our president and others, after
hearing this man's plight, felt MSC
should take action on such ill-treat
ment of the underprivileged. Well,
five colored persons were invited
to come to MSC on "full rides."
Since then four of the five students
have flunked out. I say, as perhaps
others have said, where there is a
will there is a way. Why give it to
them?
If these people wish to come here,
I say fine and welcome them, but
have them earn their own way
through the work-study program,
National Defense Loans, bank loans
and other agencies of loaning. Cert
ainly if there is academic merit I
would approve of giving them an
Educational Opportunity Grant. Giv
ing the Negro equality in terms of
money is not the answer, it cannot
be given, but it can be grown into
through love and warm human rela
tions. Relations that are not sensa
tionalized through this waste of funds.
I further propose that this issue
be brought up to a student vote as

. . . Kew?
To the Editor:
I am writing this in behalf of the
Honorable Society of the Green
Weeny. After reading a certain let
ter in last week's Mistic we held
a caucus. We came to the conclu
sion that although everyone has the
right to free expression and free
thought, nobody has the right to be
Bryan Kew.
Not even Kew can be Kew. If Kew
can be Kew who is to stop Jerry
Clark from being Kew? Ponder that
one you wise guys! And if Clark
can be Kew, what is to stop Nixon
from becoming a winner?
I
There is some evidence to show
that the afore mentioned Kew is
not really who he claims to be
or even thinks he is if that is the
case. For example; would a guy
who nobody has ever seen be con
sidered there if he was never
seen? And I ask you, have you
ever seen this Kew fellow? Ah Ha!
Maybe you have seen people who
think they have seen him but how
do you know that they are not
part of the plot that he is try
ing to expose?
And I do not for a moment even
suspect that there is such a plot on
campus so it follows logically that
Kew does not exist. And if he
doesn't, who does? This is not a
time for searching souls, rather it
is a time for searching.
Our Honourable society will pay
cash for the delivery of any infor
mation leading to the finding and
verification of this ubiquitous man
ifestation of odd ball called Kew.
When we find him I assure you that
he will get the Green Weeny with
our regards.
Actually,
Throckmorton McMouldy

m ft

it involves the use of our money
and cooperation. Or, since the Stu
dent Senate seeks personal approval
from the students, I ask just how per
sonal is it when money is taken out
of the activity fees to promote Pro
ject E-quality?
If there is want of personalized ap
proval why not call for student dona
tions rather than taking it from a fee
that all must pay? This way our
American society would definitely
know whether the students were be
hind it. As one Senator put it, "less
than $.50 per person was kind of a
cheap way to do this." All students
behind this project could show their
approval by contributing more gener
ously, without having to cut into the
activity fee. A fee that all must pay
could lead to something comparable
to Thoreau's objection to an income
tax in his essay "Civil Disobedience."
Lyle S. Thorstenson

Seniors Plan
Several members of this year's
graduating class had future plans
finalized.
Miss Janna Aarestad, a math major
has been chosen to be a member of
the International Summer Academy
Orchestra in Salzburg, Austria. Miss
Aarestad is one of 16 violinists select
ed. She will live in the Von Trapp
castle, made famous by the film
staring Julie Andrews, The Sound of
Music. Miss Aarestad was recom
mended by Loris Tjeknavorian and
Haig Balian of the Music department.
She has been the MSC Concert Mis
tress for three years and has appeared
as a solist with chamber ensembles
and the MSC String Quartet.
Robert E. Blaeser, a German major
from Mahnomen, has been given a
Fulbright Commission Scholarship to
study in Germany next year. Blaeser
graduated Summa Cum Laude at the
end of the fall quarter and has been
teaching at Perham for two quarters.
He is the first MS student to re
ceive a Fulbright Scholarship to
pursue graduate studies in Germany.
Roger Melvold, a former member
of the Student Senate, has received
an Honors Fellowship in zoology
from the University of Kansas at
Lawrence, Kansas. Melvold will begin
studies in September. He is a biology
major from Henning.
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Mistic Praised
To the Editor:

This group also includes many other
well known figures, including Mistic
Editor Bennett. I believe that the
words of most of these persons are
more than enough offset any remarks
made to the contrary.

*

First of all, congratulations for the
fine editorial in the May 3 issue of
the Mistic. As one of the students
working with Project E-Quality, I am
fully behind your stand and fully ap
And about this Communist name
preciate the fine coverage the Mistic
calling, Deano beware! Apparently the
has given us.
urts have been infiltrated because
I would also like to take this op persons falsely accused of association
portunity to strongly endorse this pro with Communist groups can seek
ject. As a member of a minority group legal redress on grounds of character
1 am very happy to see some really assasination." Dean's tactics are high
i positive action finally being taken. I ly reminiscent of Joe McCarthy and
agree with Mr. Anderson of the Fin his purges of the 1950's.
ancial Aids office that we have too
I must congratulate Stendal for do
often put these kids in school and ing such a wonderful job of imperthen sat back and felt smug. By doing onating him as the most warped anti* this the money and persons involved Communist of his decade. For anyone
have too often gone down the drain who doesn't know about Joe Mc
That is why I feel that a project such Carthy it is a generally held belief
as we are initiating, which stresses that he suffered from severe mental
continued tutoring and counseling disorders and died from either a brokafter the student is here, is a great ne heart or over-consumption of alco
step forward for the students, the col holic beverages.
lege, the community, and the nation.
But perhaps Dr. King did have re
I would also like to congratulate lationships with people of Communist
President McFarland for working so leanings. Maybe these were the only
determinedly to get the Senate ap people who would accept a racially
propriation requests through both the integrated society. Perhaps they were
willing to accept a man for what he
Budget Committee and the Senate.
was without regard to "race, color, or
I also want to comment on the creed". If it is so Anti-American to
article, and author of such, which ocialize with people responsive to
1 appeared
under the heading "De- one's own opinions and beliefs, then
we are all guilty, with Dean Stendal
ano Declares".
heading the list.
Harry Finn
Apparently the article was writ
ten to show Dr. King as a liar
and Communist. But only one of
the persons quoted is even fairly
well known today. As for this
one, who like Gen. Hershey, feels
himself invulnerable because of
his long stay at his post, I am
tempted to believe he is becom
ing too old and senile to even
think coherently. J. Edgar Hoover
had proven to be a very faithful
and loyal man, but that was over
twenty years ago. Gene McCarthy
has recognized this and has
marked him as one of the first to
go if he is elected President. The
"duped" persons include such per
sonages as President Johnson, Neumaier and McFarland, presidential
hopefuls McCarthy, Rockefeller,
Nixon, and slippery Bob.

jA^rt:(arvecf
D I A M O N D

Nominations
Chosen For
Who's Who
The names of 35 students we:
warded to the national headqi
of Who's Who after the results
MSC Who's Who election wen
ulated cn Tuesday.
National headquarters, in Tuse
Ala., is expected to appro
choices made by students and
on Monday. Selections were m
the basis of service to the colle;
grade point average.
Those students chosen fro
were: Joan Adkins, Dan K.
Carolyn Anderson, Judy An
Dean M. Bell, Ken Bennett,
Brachlow, Karen Buff, Kathlee:
lein, William Edwards, Su
Steve Gulllickson, Dennis
Tom Howard, Richard T.
Mary Lynn Jung, Michael Kolba,"
Loewenson, Wayne McFarland, A1
Nelson, Steve Ostrow, Wallace Peck,
Mary Pfeifier, Joseph Sailer, Ted Sauer, James Shoemaker, Barbara Stoltenow, Linda Struck, Ann Sunstad, Jane
R. Thompson, Richard Werpy, Susan
Zimmerman, Richard Zuehlsdorff.

Training Center in Rochert, Minn, Corps Center and the Afro-American
Organization in the F-M areas were
on May 4.
discussed as a possibility. The stress
Lewis Grant and Floyd Thomas would be on a physical education pro
spent the entire day with the corps- gram. This will be discussed for
men giving pointers on boxing and action at a later date.
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Hughes-Hatcher-Suffrin) for $
to cover cost of
.jackets at $9.95 each. Available sizes: S, M,
L, XL, XXL. (Add 4% sales tax for delivery in Michigan.)
Size

Name
Address
City

State

Zip

J
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rrier Appears At Student Union
ere is a new, growing student
ational consciousness . . . The
cry being heard around the
is: 'The time for talk has ende must move to action.'" An
le given was the world-wide
t protests against the Vietnam

song he "used to do". This one song,
meant to prevent a lull in the per
formance, involved more legitimate
soul than any other three in the pro
gram.
I cannot say that he lacked
talent, for his stage presence and
audience rapport were admirable.
I can only repeat that Josh White
Jr. is not, and may never be, totally
comfortable singing popular music.
Admittedly, I approached the con
cert expecting to hear the genuine
folk music of our heritage that Josh
White Sr. and Huddie Leadbetter
learned from Blind Lemon Jefferson
and carried into our generation. In
stead I heard mostly the songs of
Frank Sinatra, Sergio Mendez, and

the arrangement, I have yet to
hear Gordon Lightfoot's "Early
Mornin' Rain" come off well with
full orchestral accompaniment. This
is not to mention how Dylan might
react to having his biting "It Ain't
Me, Babe" turned into a soft love
song.
Considering the fact that the stand
ing ovation given Josh White Jr. was
initiated by people rising to leave,
I don't think the concert had quite
the effect he would have liked. The
performance would have definitely
been better received had he not been
billed as a folk singer. Whoever is re
sponsible for that error is also re
sponsible for the mixed emotions of
the less than capacity crowd.

Bob MacLeod Appointed
Dr. Robert MacLeod, director of
Admissions and Registrar at Moorhead
State College, has been named Dean
of Student Personnel Services at the
college, succeeding Dean Noble Hendrix who will retire July 1 after 49
years in public education, including
25 years in higher education.
The administrative area of student
personnel services includes student
financial aids, counseling, housing,
health, placement and the Comstock
Memorial Union.
Dr. MacLeod, who joined the
college faculty in Sept., 1966, as
an associate professor in the de
partment of health, physical edu
cation and recreation, was pro
moted to registrar and director of
admissions in August, 1966. A na
tive of Isle, Minn., he holds B.A.,
M.A. and Ph.D. degrees from the
U. of M.
He taught at the MSC Campus

School from 1956 to 1958 and also
taught and coached at Isle and Brainerd, Minn, and the U. of M. High
School and College of Education. He
and his wife, the former Mildren
Moen of Larimore, N. D. and a gradu
ate of Concordia College, Moorhead,
have three children and reside at 1111
South 23rd Avenue in Moorhead.

Buttons Reflect Personality
by Juliann Johnson
The button craze has finally hit
the MSC campus, anywhere from five
to ten years later than in other areas.
"Hey man, let's get a button and be
with the in-crowd!" is the reaction
of a non-buttoned student, speaking
sarcastically. Other non-buttoned stu
dents maintain an aloof attitude.
Others seem not to see the buttons.
Buttons are an extension of per
sonality, as are clothes. Some persons
note the fearers of buttons, so later
identification can be made of trouble
makers, or dangerous followers of
such.
If buttons make a clear and con
troversial statement, it does take
guts to wear them. You can make
enemies of people who otherwise
wouldn't know you.
"I walked into a bar in the F-M
area with one of these on, and it was

like being in Mississippi," one blackwhite buttoned person exclaimed.
In Minneapolis, a student wearing
a McCarthy button was told by the
bus driver to remove the button or
get off the bus.
Buying groceries in an F-M area
supermarket, a student wearing both
a black-white and a McCarthy button
said she felt the defense mechanisms
of obervers darting into her.
But as one student said laconi
cally, upon receiving the new antiVietnam button, "I'm going to save
this to show my kids when they
ask, 'Daddy, what did you do during
the '60's?' I'll say, I wore buttons."
An interesting phenomenon con
cerning button wearers at MSC, is
that most persons wearing McCarthy
buttons also wear Black White
buttons, anti-Vietnam buttons, and
peace buttons.

Significantly, students are creat
Rudi Dutschke, the target of
ing their own international view an assassin's bullet on Maunday
point, or Weltanschauung. "This Thursday, has said, "We object
student consciousness does not fit
into any category (i.e. Communism, to factory universities, where stu
Christianity), but is radically new. It dents are molded to fit into a
concerns itself not with systems, but mechanized society ... We can
humanity. Perhaps the closest cate not change the universities until
gorization would be 'Radical Hu we have changed the society
Currier, assistant chaplain at
which built them." Currier said
manism .
ster College in St. Paul, spoke
that within hours of the attempted
the "World Student RevoluThe student consciousness is not assassination, students were in the
Warsaw, Berlin, Prague" on based on Utopian projection, said streets. They marched the next day
The speech was sponsored Currier, but is being built on the into the Good Friday church serv
Comstock Union Programing opposite. "It started with the reality ices and demanded DIALOGUE.
and a reception followed.
of injustices; not out of theory, but "We want a world," Dutschke has
said, "without war, without hun
>se experiencing an increase experience."
|nsciousness are, said Currier,
ger." (The man who tried to as
It is a revolutionary movement,
sassinate Dutschke, a professed
/, very small minority —
explained
Currier.
"These
students
admirer of Adolf Hitler, told news
without even a representa— the minority of leaders — are
paper men that he was inspired
kore on every campus. They
forced to REJECT the society and
to his deed by the assassination
talking, thinking, and convalues
which
we
honor
and
re
in America of Dr. Martin Luther
about education, politics,
spect. They believe they are not
King.)
problems. And there is an
worth retaining. This belief they
Smaller group — the leaders
derived not from intellectual ex
Currier confessed to being "deeply
have both in theory and
ercise, but from graduation of the troubled and moved" in recent days
worked through their
school of frustration, discourage by the world situation. "There is a
concern to an international level,
ment, and despair."
sense of urgency which can not wait
and have reached the point of
for parliamentary procedure ... if
consensus on what is wrong and
Black students are rejecting Amer
legality has become injustice, why
what needs to be done.
ican society, for instance, because of
not abide by illegal laws which per
"Our world has shrunk!" repeated the predominance of words, while mit justice?" he asked. "Who is mak
little
effective
action
to
bring
change
Currier emphatically. "There is a
ing the cows so sacred that no one
web of socio-economic-technological- accompanies the words.
can touch them?"
political interrelatedness." No coun
These students employ civil dis
try can do anything without know obedience — a rejection of the rules
Currier for two years served as
ing it will have resounding effects of the game. Again significantly, pastor in Germany; he also studied
on the rest of the world.
"there is a growing catalogue of for two years at Berlin's Free Uni
He introduced a new law, Cur methods to be used for startling versity, and has returned to Europe
rier's Law: "Due to communication society into action," said Currier. several times since.
and this interrelatedness, students Rudi Dutschke, who has been called
In closing the convocation, sparse
progress from local concern to in "the chief ideologist of the student ly attended by MSC students and
ternational consciousness." For ex revolution" in West Germany, has faculty, Currier read a letter written
ample, the dorm policy is being ques said, "We must start with the total from the younger generation to the
tioned at MSC, next the educational rejection of the laws of society . . . older, composed by someone else.
system embodying the dorm policy only carry out demonstrations which It began "Dear Dad": "... for, by
will be questioned, then the society are illegal." Laws permitting those the creeds you have given us, we
of which the educational system is demonstrations which do not change also judge you . . . you have taught
a part, then the world.
society are no good.
me 'Our Country right or worng" —
when right, to be kept right; when
wrong, to be put right . . . Dad, I'll
live not according to what you want
me to do, to be, or to say; but
by the principles you have taught
me in your schools and churches . . .
It is not I who have ceased to be
your son, you have ceased to be
Graduating National Defense Stu my father."
dent Loan borrowers, do you know
your obligations, such as initial quarter
ly payments of your loan starting nine
Horrors of Jewish Concentration months after graduation, and your pri
Camps will be contrasted with today's vileges as a borrower, such as cancel
affluent Germany in a film to be pre lation of a portion of your loan per
sented Monday night in the Library each year of teaching and deferment
Auditorium, sponsored by the Film- of payments up to three years if you
craft class of the Mass Communica enter the services, Peace Corps or
tions department.
Vista? Starting today, fifteen meetings
The film is titled Memorandum,
have been scheduled by the Financial
based on a 1942 memorandum written
by Herman Goering, setting in Aids Office to acquaint students with
motion plans for the Jewish extermin their obligations to the college. They
ation. Memorandum won first prize in will be held in 243 MacLean at 2:00,
the 1966 San Francisco Film Festi 2:30, 3:00, 3:30 and 4:00 on Friday,
May 10, Friday, May 17 and Friday,
val.
Producers of the film ask the foll May 24. If you cannot attend one of
owing questions, "Are we becoming these meetings, contact David Ander
son or Mrs. Clint Stacy before you
more and more desensitized to bruta leave Moorhead State.
lity? Could it happen again, and
Rhinoceri are seldom noted for
could I do it? Are we once more
witnesses to applied bestiality—in an the beauty of their complexion,
however their life span is lengthy.
other form?"

Film Shown Meeting Will
On Tragedy Explain Loan
Of Germany

Wear Love
On Your Finger

Summer Employment
MEN & WOMEN WANTED
Christian organization has
openings for summer months
* $15.00 PLUS PER WEEK
* SOME TRAVEL

50 Summer Jobs
MEN

WOMEN

* SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM AVAILABLE
Part time openings available now.

FEMINA, from $160.00

Love has many messengers,
but the diamond stands alone
as the most beautiful and eter
nal symbol of devotion. In fine
diamonds, the name ArtCarved
stands alone as a symbol of
craftsmanship and value.
Backed by a heritage dating
from 1850 plus its own unique
Permanent Value Guarantee,
each ArtCarved diamond en
gagement ring is both a per
fect symbol of love and an
investment of assured value.

We are hiring for a variety of jobs:
Secretarial, Interview Work, Advertising and Sales Promotion

Earn $1200 to $2400
IN 12 WEEKS
WRITE: IOWA EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
410 3rd Ave. S.E., Rochester, Minnesota

For interview and information write!

National Bible Study
ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT

Box 782, Moorhead, Minnesota

Authorized ;Aj[tCarved J*"*)*'

64 Broadway
Special Rates for Students
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Feigl Will Speak
A personal friend of Pres. John J.
Neumaier, Dr. Herbert Feigl, will
speak at a convocation May 15, John
Neumaier Appreciation Day.
The internationally known scholar
was a teacher of Neumaier at the
University of Minnesota. His topic,
"Towards a Philosophy For Our Age
of Science," will be non-technical al
though he has concentrated in the
fields of mathematics, physics, psy
chology and philosophy.
Feigl is presently Professor of
Philosophy and Director of the
Minnesota Center for Philosophy
of Science at the University of
Minnesota. In 1929 his first book,
Theorie und Erfahrung in der
Physik won favorable recognition
from Professor Albert Einstein.
He has been a Guggenheim Fellow,
(1947), and has been a Fellow of the
American Association for the Advance
ment of Science since 1947. He was
vice president in 1959.
The convocation will begin at 10
a.m. in the Center for the Arts audi
torium. The evening program for the

Senate
(Continued from Page 1)
ment was defeated. The original
motion was passed with an allotment
of $3,425.00. An estimated 40% of
the audience then departed from the
Student Senate Chambers.
The rest of the Senate meeting
was devoted to other budgets. The
Senate, as Barry Peterson stated,
"rubber stamped" the budget.
Other actions of the Senate:
Five dollar checks can now be
cashed instead of the previous two
dollar limit. Anyone interested in
tutoring or any other assistance to the
50 students in Project E-Quality
should leave their application at the
Student Senate office or contact

Dragon Yearbook Abandoned

John Neumaier Appreciation Day will
The 1968-69 academic year will
be held in Nemzek Fieldhouse at 8
p.m. with President-Elect Roland Dille bring many changes to the MSC cam
pus. One noticeable change will be
as master of ceremonies.
the proposed news magazine, the
result of many hours of brainstorm
ing. The magazine will replace an
old tradition, the college yearbook

Honors Convo
Set May 16

Herbert Feigl

Are Students Satisfied
With MSC Education?
by Mary Aim
J. D. Salinger, in Franny and
Zooey, said, "College (is) just one
more dopey, inane place . . . dedi
cated to piling up treasure on earth
... I don't think it would have got
me quite so down if just once in
awhile, just once in awhile, there
was at least some polite, perfunctory
implication that knowledge should
lead to wisdom, and that if it doesn't,
it's just a disgusting waste of time!"
Speaking at the Newman Center
on the Winona State College Campus,
Dr. Catherine Grollman, assistant pro
fessor of history, said, "By the time
you reach the eighth grade you have
learned that classes last fifty minutes
. . . that what goes on in one class
room is unrelated to what goes on
in your next class and both are ir
relevant to what goes on outside.
"Students learn not from what
their teachers say, but what they
do . . . But what values does the
teacher espouse and practice that
students can admire? Democracy?
Freedom? Liberty? Equality? These
are taught in classrooms as a virtue,
that they are good, that we have
them, that we are fighting for them
in South Vietnam. But they should
definitely not be applied in the
classroom, college, or community,
or South Vietnam."
Which standard shall we judge our
faculty by at MSC? Will we tolerate
teachers who mouth democracy in the
classroom and fail to practice it in
the community? Can we respect any
instructor who feels himself "above"
the worlds of politics or business be
cause of his doctorate in Early Eng
lish or his master's in ornithology?
How long will we put up with the
teacher who has been lecturing from
the same notes for 15 years? Do we
even recognize and reward the spark
of "perception" in a teacher? Are we
going to give our full support to the
teacher evaluation program? Should
we insist on a voice in faculty selec
tion? Are we going to support a
"free university" program if MSC
doesn't sufficiently challenge us and
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fulfill our needs for a significant
education which bases itself in to
day's world?
A leading educator has stated,
"We have left 'thinking' to the
oracles at a few schools, and hence
the student is not involved in
thinking."
Dr. Grollman sees the teacher as
excercising a great deal of power
over the student. "The teacher de
termines who is successful and who
is not—which depends on how stu
dents do on tests and, because they
cannot be objectively graded, im
agination, creativity, and originality
are eliminated as well as joy. Re
bellious students are a minority."

Dean Nobel Hendrix has been chos
en to speak at the Honor's Convoca
tion on May 16. The choice of speaker
was made by the graduating honor
students, following past tradition.
Honors ceremonies will be held in
the Center for the Arts building at 8
p.m. The students being honored are
all the undergraduates at MSC, stated
Director of Graduate Studies Kenneth
Smemo, and not just those students
receiving awards.
Three groups will recieve special
awards. Special Honors will go to
those students with a GPA of 3.75
or higher. Honors will be awarded
to students with GPA's of 3.5 to
3.74. Students with GPA's of 3.25
to 3.49 will get Honorable Men
tions.
The number of students receiving
special honors represents a significant
increase over the number of students
receiving such honors last year. For
example, 74 students will gain Special
Honors this year, 57 were so honored
last year.
Dr. Robert McCleod will be in
charge of the presentation to Honors
Students. Students with Honorable
Mentions will be recognized at their
seats. Certificates will be conferred by
President Neumaier. Scholarships will
also be awarded at this time.
Speaker Dean Hendrix, who recent
ly announced his retirement, stated
that he was very honored to be select
ed as the speaker for the occasion.

Due to a growing lack of interest
in the college annual, THE DRAGON,
it was decided to discontinue publish
ing it. The major concern was the
huge expenditure, $10,000.00 a year,
to print a book which less than onefourth of the student body saw fit to
order.
As student apathy grew concerning
the Yearbook the allocation from the
Budget Cmmittee was also lessened
. . . the result was an increase in the
subscription price for the student pur
chasing a book.
Members of the Dragon staff de
cided that since less than one fourth
of the campus was interested in pur
chasing the ANNUAL maybe it should
be dropped all together. However
several of the staff decided to try a
new approach and come out with a
news magazine.
The news magazine, as yet un
named, will be published and dis
tributed at the beginning of every
quarter. The Fall edition will be
distributed to the student body
at the beginning of the Winter
quarter. In this way, the Dragon
staff hopes that the student body
will receive a product which is
still new. Presently the yearbook
is already four to thirteen months
old as far as news is concerned.
The magazine will be concerned
with covering on-campus activities, as
well as those incidents which affect
the student body, for instance, the
draft.
The staff hopes that this quarterly
magazine will number at least 40
pages, if not more, per edition. The
major difference will be that only
those events and activities which the
student body finds of interest will be
covered. Rather than just pages of
group after group, one will find the
pages filled with pictures of people
doing things, as well as news cover
age of what has taken place.
Probably the greatest assest of the
magazine, as far as the average MSC
student is concerned, will be the fact

that each edition will be distributed
free. The only requirement will be
that each student wishing a magazine
will have to order it in advance. In
this way we will be able to know
how many to print.
The problem of people not or
dering is especially troublesome
with a $5 dollar yearbook. With
the magazine, just as with the
present yearbook, only those who
order will be able to pick them
up. After a specified amount of
time any book left over will be
sold to the general public.
The main reason that these maga
zines will be distributed free is that
with the magazine layout bigger, and
more expensive ads may be sold. The
money brought in with the ads will
underwrite the cost of free distribu
tion.
Any student interested in working
on the Dragon staff next year should
contact either Melva Moline, MacLean 208 or Michael Pehler, Publica
tions Office in the Comstock Memorial
Union. There are many openings for
a large and diversified staff. No ex
perience is necessary to work on this
publication. There are openings for
writers, photographers, a business
manager, advertising managers as well
as many others.
Students who were unable to order their
1968 DRAGON ANNUAL may do so by
filling out the following form and return
ing

NAME
ADDRESS
HOMETOWN
STATE

ZIP CODE

ARE YOU A SENIOR? YES

NO

RETURN THIS FORM ALONG WITH ONE
DOLLAR TO THE PUBLICATIONS OFFICE.

IN THE SPORT-LIGHT
Lights...the boucle knit shirt could not be breezier.
Sports... our slack models could not be sportier.
Camera, action ... and all that. But no spotlight is
needed to convince the discriminating purchaser
that these are the sport garments to be worn. With a
wicked gleam in the eye. Get in the sport-light.

mwmim
mmmmm
ill
mmmmmt
fiill
mmtm

yiiiiii

— THE TOGGERY —

228 Bdwy.—Fargo

Union on the

second floor.

Dr. Grollman insists that "stu
dents who claim they have no
power are simply ignoring the pro
blem. Students have demanded
more control over extra-activities.
Why couldn't the goals have of
education and the means to achieve
these goals also include student
participation? What students want
is not necessarily what they need,
but in this case it is the students
who are right and the colleges who
are wrong."
Will our Student Senate continue
to debate bicycle racks and money for
the cheerleaders or will they suppi
investigations into over-extended de
partment budgets and misappropriat
ed funds? Will we be satisfied with
multiple choice exams when no one
bothers about our overall understand
ing of the subject? How long must
the teachers aids from education
classes continue to do office work
instead of teaching? Will we always
have to buy $8.50 books when the
teacher outlines the text in class lec
tures rather than supplementing it
with his supposedly greater know
ledge? Will we continue to ignore
demands for student power from
those "fanatics on the fringe" or will
we examine them more closely for
possible truth?
Only we students can provide
the answers.
Wayne McFarland. There will be a
criteria of more than a G.P.A.
Elected to serve as Homecoming
Co-chairman were Steve Brachlow
and Les Sarnoff. 23 bags of J. J.
buttons were passed out to Student
Senators giving a reminiscence air of
Christmas. The buttons will be sold
for 50 cents.

it to the Publications Office located

in the Comstock Memorial

Brookdale—-Moorhead

•••MHi Tom Hoerr, Campus Representative
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The Streets were slick black licorice

Today

Just out of a child's mouth

Today

And were glazed with syrupy neon
glow-

Stands bare and trembling;

Orange, white, a blue, some green

An umbrella-less man

Which flickered and shone before me

Uses a newspaper to hide beneath,

Then were split and dispersed by the
wheels of the car.

A woman shivers
Feeling the cold, wet air,

The hood of the car was a terrestrial
map

Fearing the shower

With swift streams and rivulets

Will turn to a deluge;
Trees bend broad branches

Cutting the surface, flowing and
blown

To the earth,

From mesa to valley, and

Puddle meets puddle;

Pouring down a mutual trough

Why does it always rain on days of To meet the sea in the street.
mourning?
The side windows were shrouded with
K.B.
curtains
Of gauze rain-and-mud
But the windshield's wipers did two
jobs:

Our Small Fly

They paced my heart to a calm, slow
surge
And scraped away yesterday's mud
from the pane.

How many of you saw the small gray
fly
One said yes but it said goodby
I guess he just had to go
But no one even attempted a cry
Most of the people mumbled "so"
They did not care to see his ideas flow
This small gray fly had to do his best
And this is why he had to go

Within the city of glass,

she pauses, and with

smog shaded minds

lambent eyes, smiles,

witness her now,

Realizing the white goodness,

the black women

the people . . .

Corvettes, Camaro, Cobra

with graying hair.

goodnight white goodness,

But what will happen to this little pest

Mustang, GTO, Barracuda

Will he be able to meet his test

Taking up her mop

goodnight white goodness.

Charger, GT's, Road Runner

All the fly wanted was to make a try
He said he will give all his best
But what good is this little gray fly

Dragging, speeding, burnt rubber
327, 396 Turbojet, 427
3 speeds, 4 speeds, going to heaven.

Certainly he cannot do very much
Only his small world can he touch
This he wants to do or at least try

Color Wise
I met a gray man
in the middle of the half-lit afternoon;
he seemed . . . so practical, so
appropriate,
so safe.
It could be said
that he was really
not anything gray at all,
but rather something
neither white nor black.
No, he was gray.
He offended nothing.

Give us this Day

He was perfectly smooth.

I smile as I recall

Safe, colorwise.

Pulling
Sally's hair

With black or white

And wrestling her

one must have so much more.

To the ground
If you're black you've got to have lots Because she made
of black.
Billy cry
If you're white it's the same.
In the days when
If you're gray you can blend.
There was no sex
But only

A true black

Our daily give
Gave us to be
And be is to Him
Past-presidents tried
But failed to feel
The people elected them
Then they forget,
Take us to live

is blazing, bold, decisive;

Playmates,

As best as can die

Pure white is angelic.

Through long days

Dying is life

Gray will always be

Of sand,

To die finally

rather dingy.

Rainy springs,

An end is itself

R.C.

Autumns of Holloween;

No end in itself

How we have changed

Let us to live

I think

Let us to give.

And turn away.

K.K.
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Two Negro History Honek Interviews Daniel Loewenson
Courses Available
by Terry Brown
Is there a history of the Negro peo
ples before European colonization?
"Definitely", exclaimed Dr. Meyer,
Assistant Professor of History, "and
a very rich one". This and other ques
tions, myths and allusions are precise
ly what Dr. Meyer and Assistant Pro
fessor of History Murray Kranz are
trying to dispell through their two
Negro history courses.
Making use of the latest scholar
ship, Dr. Meyer delves into a three
quarter survey of Negro societies. The
first quarter, which will again be off
ered during the second Summer Ses
sion, deals primarily with the African
peoples before Europeans arrived. The
amount of material covered through
out the remainder of the course varies,
but generally Dr. Meyer's course on the
history of Africa is carried up to the
1960's, the period when African na
tions received their independence. Just
since World War II have historians
concerned themselves with the Africa
before European colonization.
Dr. Meyer went on to say, "Now
in the profession itself the Negro
is being included, his history is be
ing accepted." But Dr. Meyer and
Murray Kranz agree that the inde
pendence of the African nations
and the civil rights situation have
intensified the interest now being
received by this field.
Slavery, A Problem in American
Institutions and Intellectual Life by
Elkins, The Peculiar InstitutionSlavery in Ante-Bellum_ South by
Stampp, and The Negro in the Mak
ing of America by Quarles are a few
of the selections handled by Murray
Kranz in his one quarter Negro His
tory class. Offered only during
Spring quarter, this course concent
rates on the origin and nature of
slavery in the U. S., stopping
at the origin of black nationalism.
In contrast to Dr. Meyer's survey of
Negro history, the only pre-requisite
is that the student has a background
in United States history. A history of
Western Civilization must to taken
before a student enrolls in Dr.
Meyer's three quarter survey. Both
courses are open to non-history majors,
majors.
More courses of this nature, Dr.
Meyer feels, would get the student
caught up in the present civil rights
situation. Concerning Project E-Quality, Dr. Meyer stated, "The idea to do
something for deprived Negroes in
this community is very commendable,
but a great deal of thought must go
into its planning. It needn't be an

"I don't want to be middle of the
road" and four pages of notes testify
that he is not—Dan Loewenson does
not hesitate in expressing his view
points whether pro or con on any sub
insurmountable obstacle. I have great ject.
hopes". Kranz added, "I'd like to see
A member of the Fine Arts Board
more knowledge of this from all sides,
this goes for both those who support and Student Senate committee for
and oppose it".
fine arts, Loewenson feels the stu
dent body is apathetic. "I hate to
use that word because it is already
so overworked, but apathy does des
cribe the general attitude." Not want
ing to bother themselves with college
activities seems to be the prevalent
movement on campus.

English Plans
Sinclair Lewis
Conference

The Sinclair Lewis Foundation has
chosen Moorhead State College as the
most desirable of Minnesota colleges
for its intensive summer creative writ
ing sessions.
Because of slim funds, the program
will not begin until the summer of
1969. The sessions are not as yet ap
proved by the Council on Curriculum
and Instruction and the number of
credits has not been decided upon.
James Nagel, instructor in Eng
lish and one of two MSC faculty
members working on the creative
writing committee, said there is a
hope for creative writers and minor
novelists to come to MSC to talk
to students during the eight week
period.
A literature unit on Lewis' novels
and short stories, tours of the Lewis
Museum in Sauk Centre taped lectures
by Dean Roland Dille and a traveling
library of films and artifacts will be
included in the 1969 summer session.
The Foundation owns the Lewis Home
in Sauk Centre and is seeking a resort
near that city to use for a study base.
Lewis students will choose a major
project of studying poems, a short
story collection or a novel and use
seminars to test others' reactions to
their findings.
The course will begin on a
modest budget of $20,000 including
$2,000 scholarship for a Sinclair
Lewis student or a student of Amer
ican literature. High school stu
dents and college students may be
interested in the intellectual at
mosphere of social and personal
introspection sought in the course.
Dean Dille and President Neumaier
are on the board of the sponsoring
corporation, the Lewis Foundation.
Nagel and Paul Walters, instructor in
English, have both worked on the
project and are both leaving the staff
next fall. Nagel is going to Pennsyl
vania and Walters is returning to
South Africa.
"I'm most disappointed that MSC
students will not get the opportunity
to intensively study creative writing
this summer as planned," said Nagel.
"We've got talent here that could be
developed through this program".

it becomes a fad. When McCarthy
first started campaigning for funds
and support, nobody cared or com
mitted themselves until it was the
thing to do. Too many people wait for
the group."

Despite the fact Loewenson is a
TKE active and former scholasticofficer of the fraternity, his views
about the Greek system are mixed.
"My views have changed. There are
good and bad things to say about
this. As a freshman I was rushed and
I pledged. In my sophmore year I be
came an officer. I have never re
gretted it in any way. But as a junior
I realized that my opinons were be
coming limited. I found many good
friends outside of the fraternity who
had a wider point of view and a
more liberal attitude. They were con
cerned with everything that was go
ing on in the campus as well as off."

'Last year," says Loewenson,
"The Fine Arts Board scheduled
Eileen Farrell, a well-known sop
rano for the dedication of the
Center for the Arts. Tickets which
would ordinarily sell from $50 to
$100 were available to the students
for $1. People in the community
were banging down doors trying to
get seats, yet MS students didn't
bother. They didn't take advantage
of what was being offered."
Loewenson feels the lack of in
dividual initiative and interest exists
beyond the Fine Arts series. Serving
on the finance, recruitment, and pub
licity committees of Project EQuality, Loewenson sees first hand
the disinterest problem. "Lack of stu
dent willingness is more evident in
Project E-Quality than anywhere
else," expresses Dan. "Only 30 people
actually committed themselves. The
rest didn't bother.
This same attitude goes beyond
Moorhead State. Students are dis
satisfied with the Vietnam war and
the Johnsc-n administration yet they
won't wear a McCarthy button until

Loewenson feels that the student
body has been made aware of the
project and its goals and now it is
up to them. "I hope the lack of con
cern and enthusiasm shown in other
areas from Fine Arts to Homecoming
doesn't become the case in Project
E-Quality."

Loewenson's views on Project EQuality are very strongly positive.
Says Loewenson, "Action must be
taken. The only solution to the race
problem we have is education—educ
ation of the young."
From Minneapolis, Loewenson re
alizes that hope for a higher education
for the deprived such as in the Minn
eapolis ghettos hasn't existed until
now. "The program needs to be
stressed and supported now."

Loewenson feels that the person
al views a person holds tend to con
form with the views of the frater
nity. He feels that the conformity
of a fraternity does not lie in the
activities or the jackets but in the
ideas.
"I don't want anybody to get the
wrong idea. There are many good
points about the fraternity that are
invaluable. My fraternity gave me the
qualities of leadership I now have.
I became chairman of many events
thus meeting many people and be
coming involved in many things that
I would not have, had it not been
for being Greek.
Dan Loewenson belives in the in
dividual — the individual who is will
ing to become involved in what he
knows to be right.
M.H.

SELLAND MOTORS AND CO.
P0NTIAC - TEMPEST - FIREBIRD

P0NTIAC G.T.0.
NO. 1

DONNIE
Love ya, need ya, want ya. A Keepsake engagement ring
from Ronald Jewelers of Minneapolis would make me your
"Easter Bonny" forever!
BONNY
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DR. JOSEPH L. ZBACNIK

DR. CHARLES S. ROBINSON

DENTIST

Optometrist

Brookdale Shopping Center

Contact Lenses
233-1743

2419 8th St. S., Moorhead
233-7518

DR. EUGENE L. OAKLEY
OPTOMETRIST
CONTACT LENSES

315 Center Ave., Moorhead

DR. ROBERT NELSON
DENTIST

Evenings By Appointment
DIAL 233-1798
310 Main Ave., Moorhead

404V2 Center Ave.
Moorhead, Minn.
233-1564

DR. L. F. REMARK

DRS. ROSTAD & ROSTAD

DENTIST

DENTISTS

211 S. 5th St.
Moorhead
Phone 233-1941
DR. LLOYD C. CARLSON
DR. GAYLAN B. LARSON
Optometrists
Contact Lenses
702 Center Ave.

Dial 233-1624

419 1st Ave. N.

Motor Trend selects Pontiac GTO as

1968 CAR OF THE YEAR
Stop in and look over the beautiful selection of 1968
GTO's — Tempests — Lemans — Catalinas — Execu
tives — Grand Prix's and Bonnevilles.

Moorhead

Telephone 233-1754

DR. MELICHER

OPTOMETRIST
L.B.
Contact Lenses
1st Ave. & Roberts St. — Fargo
Phone 232-8353

Selland Motors & Co
"NORTHWEST'S LARGEST
PONTIAC DEALER"
Closed Saturdays
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MSC Kicks
NDSU Bison

Harrington Outstanding
In Low, High Hurdles

by Jim Mortrud
What does North Dakota State do
better than Moorhead State? Quite
possibly nothing. Throughout the
entire year the Bison have felt the
sting of Dragon fire, and by now
should be gettinng used to it.
It all began on December 2, when
the Bison basketball team invaded
Nemzek Fieldhouse, and were humi
liated by Coach Marv Skaar's "kiddie
corps." The final score? MSC 71
NDSU 49.
Next it was Coach Garland's turn.
When the dust settled after the InterCity Triangular, there was little
doubt in anyone's mind who had the
number one wrestling team in the
F-M area. It is believed that even a
certain Forum columnist was con
vinced.
Coach Ron Masanz and his tracksters were next on to get a shot at
the Bison. So far this spring the
Dragons have taken five of six en
counters from the "unbeatable
Fargoens." Quite a feat for the MS
men since they are the number two
team in the Fargo-Moorhead area.
At least that's what that certain
Fargo paper would lead us to be
lieve.
Well, it looks as if last Saturday
Moorhead proved once and for all
who was the best. Both the Bison
and the Dragons were at full strength,
and both were entered in the Bison
Relays. What happened is history,
MS walked off with a three foot
first place trophy and a great per
centage of the medals.
After being proclaimed number
two for so long, it is felt that the
Moorhead State Athletic Department
deserves a pat on the back and con
gratulations for a job well done.

What does it take to become one
In the District 30 track meet he
of the most outstanding athletes in took three firsts and in Region 8
Moorhead State history? A lot of meet he took two.
work and determination. These two
Every athlete must set goals for
words, work and determination, are
himself, and Harrington is no ex
personified in Terry Harrington.
ception. During the indoor season
Harrington is a 1965 graduate of
he realized one and narrowly
Halstad High School, and during his missed another. In the 60-yard low
years there managed to score 19
points before breaking his arm in hurdles he achieved his goal with
his first and last football game. He a clocking of 6.9 and in the 60captained the basketball team and
yard high hurdles ran a 7.5, miss
participated in track. During high
ing by one-tenth his goal of 7.4.
school he participated in the 100He would also like to run the 120yard dash, 220-yard dash, 180-yard
yard high hurdles in 14.4 and place
low hurdles, 120-yard high hurdles,
long jump, high jump, and the quarter high in the N.A.I.A. National Track
mile.
Meet.

Vote May 14
Bookstore Board elections will be
held Tuesday, May 14 from 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. in the Student Union. Five
candidates filed for the two-year posi
tions which begin next fall.
Those filing are: Bonnie Gross, Mark
A. Lewis, Sue Davison, Norlin Boyum
and Roger Jung.
All students presenting an activity
card will be allowed to vote, accord
ing to Jonathan Dyrud, Election Com
mittee Chairman.

Elect Officers
The "M" club of Moorhead State
has elected officers for the school year
of 1968-69. They are: Tom Bell, pres
ident; John South, vice-president; Ron
Long, secretary; and Fred Dahnke,
treasurer.
Plans are also under way for the
annual Spring Lettermans Banquet.
The banquet is open to all lettermen
and their guests. Date of the banquet
and further details will be released at
a later date.

!

Trackster Kimball:
Versatile Performer
"Who's the kid out in front?" This
is a question numerous MSC track
enthusiasts often find themselves ask
ing. The answer they usually re
ceive is, "Dick Kimball, who else!!"

One of the reasons for Kimball's
success can be found in his answer to
the question, "What is your biggest
thrill in sports?" He stated that each
time he runs it is a thrill, and that
Besides being a trackster in high just participating is the biggest thrill
school, Kimball was also an all-con
Kimball feels that the primary rea
ference football and basketball player
son
for his outstanding improvement
for Park Rapids. When asked what
events he competed in during high and the team's meteoric rise has
school, he answered, "Nearly every been coach Ron Masanz, "He is on
thing." His events ranged from the the track all the time, pushed us
440 and 880-yard runs, to the 880- hard, and meet results have shown
what we have accomplished."
yard relay, mile relay, long jump, and
Kimball's goals are, first of all, to
low hurdles.
make it through college, and secondly,
His specialty was, and still is, the to have a good career in track and
880. In this event Kimball placed qualify for the N.A.I.A. National
fourth in the state track meet with a Track Meet for the next two years.
time of 1.57.1. In his Senior year,
Park Rapids was conference, district,
and region track kingpin going
through the year undefeated.
Upon completion of high school,
he entered Gustavus Adolphus
College where he remained one
year, before transferring to MS. He
was a regular on the freshman foot
ball team as a defensive comerback, and also placed fifth in the
mile in the M.I.A.C. conference
track meet.

REMEMBER: MAY 25th.
N.I.C. CONFERENCE

Sig Taus Take
Intramural Meet

In the intramural wrestling tourna
ment held several weeks ago, first
place honors went to Sigma Tau Gam
ma with 38 points. The TKE's were
second with 28 points. Throughout the
entire tournament, it was a Sig Tau
vs. TKE battle which was decided
when the Sig Taus won five bouts
in the finals.
Roy Domek, head of intramurals,
and the Moorhead State Athletic de
partment deserve congratulations upon
the fine manner in which the Intra
mural prgram has been run through
the entire year.
123 — Kent Fletcher
137 — Ed Snyder
145 — Al Daniello
152 — Dennis Romanini
160 — Steve Fahrenkrog
167 — Al Judson
177 — Ralph Heinike
191 — Randy Stoltz
HWT. - Al Wilke

TRACK MEET AT MSC

NEW '68 DRAGON
TRACK RECORDS
60 yard dash

Ron Monsegue

6.0

60 yard L.H

Terry Harrington

6.9

60 yard H.H

Terry Harrington

7.5

70 yard L.H

Terry Harrington

8.0

70 yard H.H

Terry Harrington

8.8

120 yard H.H

Terry Harrington

14.6

880 yard run

Richard Kimball

1.56.3

Mile

Clint Chamberlin

4.18.5

Two Mile

Clint Chamberlin

9.09

Three Mile

Clint Chamberlin

14.11.5

100 yard dash

Ron Monsegue

High Jump

Ken Nygard

6'6V2"

Pole Vault

Bruce Hilde

14'Vz"

Shot Put

Larron Swanson

50'1%"

Discus . ^

Larron Swanson

148'6"

"BEST-LOOKING SUCKS YOU'LL NEVER PRESS"

LeeraesT
Leesures*

9.4

mMm

NOW BEING FEATURED AT

MSC golfers have been busy practic
ing in the Spring weather.

Finest Clothes for Men!
Center Avenue Plaza, Moorhead
Dial 233-7403

